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Stock#: 67928
Map Maker: LIFE Magazine

Date: 1961
Place: New York (n.p.)
Color: Color
Condition: VG
Size: 47 x 24 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

A map of the world by LIFE magazine showing the extent of the "allied free nations" and the "communist
alliance" at the height of the Cold War. Red arrows expand from Moscow and Peking to show present and
past aggression by Communist nations. Larger white arrows, perhaps indicating open conflict, push on
Berlin, Kashmir, Nepal, Burma, and Taiwan.

The portrayal of the so-called "third world" countries is one of the most interesting features of the map. All
African countries, Switzerland, Austria, Ireland, Sweden, and Finland are all unaligned. While most of
these countries were anti-communist, their policies of military non-intervention did not permit them status
as an "allied free nation." These have a counterpart to some degree by nations that have a "red regime in
power," notably Yugoslavia and Cuba. Yugoslavia's disagreements with the USSR are well documented,
and Cuba was in a process of estrangement from the US and rapprochement with the "Communist
Alliance." It would be two years after the publication of this map when Castro would start building a
Soviet-style state. The regions which see "trouble and tension" are also interesting, with South Vietnam,
Northern India, and many other nations threatened.

The map resembles a propaganda poster. The line between informing readers and reinforcing a point of
view is blurred. The wording and depictions all clearly indicate an expanding and threatening communist
alliance, which, in 1961, was perhaps may not have been too far from the truth.

This would have been a supplementary insert in a LIFE magazine issue.

Detailed Condition:
Some wearing along folds


